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Abstract. It is meaningful to understand the effect of inter-vehicle damper and its parameters on 
high-speed train dynamics in the context of train inter-vehicle suspension design or optimization. 
In this study, Multi-body System (MBS) dynamics modelling of a high-speed CRH train with 
inter-vehicle damper is firstly carried out, in which a simplified-parametric model was proposed 
and validated to depict damping characteristics of the damper. Simulation results using the MBS 
model show that inter-vehicle damper devised in high-speed train can obviously reduce lateral 
vibrations at the connecting passage of adjacent compartments without increasing the wheelset 
lateral shift force and derailment coefficient, thus it can improve overal ride comfort of the CRH 
train. In addition, inter-vehicle damper can resist severe lateral shocks and guarantee safety when 
two high-speed trains pass each other. The developed MBS model of the CRH train is an accurate 
and useful platform, the obtained results in this study are also valuable in following vibration 
analysis and inter-vehicle suspension optimization of the CRH train.  
Keywords: inter-vehicle damper, MBS model, high-speed train dynamics, vibration reduction. 

1. Introduction 

Inter-vehicle dampers, as shown in Fig. 1, are popularly used in modern high-speed trains  
[1-3] to attenuate relative motions of adjoining cars and improve passenger ride comfort. 
Longitudinally devised dampers are more appropriate for damping relative yaw and pitch motions 
of two cars, and the lateral dampers which are usually devised between car-body and coupler [2], 
and/or between two car-bodies are more appropriate for damping relative lateral shift, yaw and 
roll motions of two adjacent cars. 

 
Fig. 1. Aninter-vehicle hydraulic damper used in a Chinese CRH high-speed train.  
(Pictures taken by Wenlin Wang in Nanchang Railway Station on 19 May, 2019) 

In previous works, many researchers have studied the effects of bogie primary and/or 
secondary suspension parameters [4] and parameter uncertainty [5] on vehicle system dynamics, 
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the topic of multi-objective optimization of damper characteristics or overall suspension 
parameters [6, 7] using the genetic algorithms has also been well discussed. However, the research 
about inter-vehicle damper and its optimization problem seems inadequate, the influence of inter-
vehicle damper parameters such as damping coefficient, attachment stiffness [8] and layout [9] on 
vehicle system dynamics has been preliminarily researched, in addition, Ma et al. [10] has studied 
the effectiveness of inter-vehicle damper on reducing wheelset lateral shift force and derailment 
coefficient of two high-speed trains passing each other. 

Thus, research work studying the parameter sensitivity of inter-vehicle damper on vehicle 
system dynamics is inadequate, the problem of inter-vehicle damper optimization has hardly been 
addressed. As a matter of fact, as an example illustrated in Fig. 1, industry operating and 
maintenance of the CRH train reports that there exist problems about the design and vibration 
reduction effect of the inter-vehicle damper. 

In this study, MBS modelling of a high-speed CRH train with inter-vehicle dampers is firstly 
carried out, vehicle system dynamics simulations including the lateral vibration, the ride comfort, 
the curving performance and the anti-shock performance of two trains passing each other are then 
performed by using the MBS model, the mechanism and quantification of inter-vehicle damper 
effect on the CRH train dynamics are finally analyzed. Thus, the MBS model developed and 
results obtained in this work would be useful for the next step inter-vehicle suspension 
optimization of the CRH train. 

2. MBS modelling of a CRH train with inter-vehicle suspension 

To study the effect of inter-vehicle damper and its parameters on the vibration reduction of a 
high-speed train, Multi-body System (MBS) modeling of the CRH train in SIMAPCK 
environment is carried out, and modelling the inter-vehicle damper has to be firstly addressed. 

Fig. 2 shows the structural and damping mechanism of the inter-vehicle hydraulic damper, it 
illustrates that the damper is of shim stack type [4], which would produces damping forces by 
forcing oil through the shim stack valves devised in the pistion and/or the foot valve assemblies 
when the damper is excited by vehicle vibration. 

 
Fig. 2. Structural and damping mechanism of the inter-vehicle hydraulic damper.  

(Cross-section diagram of the damper product was permitted for publication by Zhuzhou Lince Group 
Shock Absorber Co., Ltd, Fig. 2 was produced and marked by Wenlin Wang in May, 2023) 
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A simplified-parametric model was proposed to depict damping characteristics of the inter-
vehicle damper in MBS modelling, as: 

𝐹 = 𝐶 �⃗�,     |�⃗�| < 𝑉 ,𝐶 �⃗� + 𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛 �⃗� 𝑉 𝐶 − 𝐶 ,     |�⃗�| ≥ 𝑉 , (1)

where 𝐹 is damping force (N); 𝑣 is resultant vibration velocity along axis of the damper (m/s), 𝐶  
and 𝐶  are respectively damping coefficients before and after saturation (Ns/m); 𝑉  is damper 
saturation speed (m/s). 

The resultant vibration velocity 𝑣 in Eq. (1) can be formulated by: �⃗� = 𝑣⃗ + 𝑣⃗ + 𝑣⃗ = (𝑥 − 𝑥 )⃗ + (𝑦 − 𝑦 )⃗ + (𝑧 − 𝑧 )⃗, (2)

where 𝑣 , 𝑣  and 𝑣  are respectively partial velocities along the 𝑋-, 𝑌- and 𝑍-axises (m/s); 𝑥, 𝑦 
and 𝑧 are space coordinates depicting dynamic positions of the two mounting points of the damper 
(m). The proposed damper model was validated and calibrated by experimental results of the 
damper product, in addition, the characteristics of the rubber below buffer used in the inter-vehicle 
suspension is also obtained by bench test. 

In MBS modelling of the CRH train, the Chinese LMA worn wheel profile and the CN 60 
kg/m Chinese standard rail profile are used, while the simplified Kalker’s law is employed to 
calculate the creep forces. The American sixth grade track profiles (Am6) are used as track inputs, 
and the spectrum density function for the rail’s vertical and alignment profile is given by: 

𝑆 (Ω) = 𝑆 (Ω) = 5.7613 × 10Ω (Ω + 0.6798), (3)

while that for the rail’s cross level and gauge profile is given by: 

S (Ω) = S (Ω) = 2.3045 × 10(Ω + 0.6798)(Ω + 0.1918), (4)

where Ω = 2𝜋𝑓 is the spatial frequency in (rad/m) and 𝑆(Ω) is the spectrum density in 
(cm2/(rad/m)). 

Simulation results agree well with actual test or running data of the CRH train, thus, the MBS 
model developed, as demonstrated in Fig. 3, is accurate and would be useful in the next step 
vibration analysis. 

 
Fig. 3. The developed MBS model of a CRH train with inter-vehicle suspension 
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3. Effect of inter-vehicle damper on CRH train dynamics 

3.1. Lateral vibration 

Fig. 4 comprehensively indicates the effect of inter-vehicle damper on lateral vibration of the 
CRH train. Fig. 4(a) shows that when with inter-vehicle damper lateral vibration acceleration of 
the middle car end has been obviously reduced, Fig. 4(b) also proves that the inter-vehicle damper 
can significantly attenuate the energies at main frequencies between 1-2 Hz. 

Table 1 summarizes the effect of inter-vehicle damper on Root Mean Square (RMS) values of 
lateral vibrations of the CRH train, and demonstrate that when with inter-vehicle damper, RMS 
value of the lateral acceleration of the CRH train can be maximumly reduced by 32.5 %, while 
that of the yaw acceleration can be maximumly reduced by 30.1 %. 

 
a) 

 
b) 

Fig. 4. Effect of inter-vehicle damper on lateral vibration of the CRH train:  
a) Middle car end lateral acceleration and b) PSD 

Table 1. Effect of inter-vehicle damper on RMS values of lateral vibrations of the CRH train 

Vehicle 

RMS value of car end lateral  
acceleration (m/s2) 

RMS value of car end yaw  
acceleration (rad/s2) 

Non inter-vehicle 
damper 

With inter-
vehicle damper Effect Non inter-vehicle 

damper 
With inter-

vehicle damper Effect 

Head car 0.450 0.335 ↓25.6 % 0.032 0.026 ↓21.3 % 
Middle car 0.445 0.300 ↓32.5 % 0.032 0.022 ↓30.1 % 

Tail car 0.469 0.368 ↓21.5 % 0.034 0.028 ↓20.0 % 

3.2. Ride comfort 

Fig. 5 comprehensively indicates the effect of inter-vehicle damper on ride comfort of the CRH 
train. Figs. 5(a) and (b) combine to show that when with inter-vehicle damper lateral acceleration 
and its energies at main frequencies between 0.5-4 Hz of the car-body have been obviously 
reduced, Figs. 5(c) and (d) also demonstrate that when with inter-vehicle damper, passenger ride 
comfort in the middle car can be maximumly improved by 4.38 %, while that in the tail car can 
be maximumly improved by 3.38 %. 

3.3. Anti-shock performance of two trains passing each other 

Fig. 6 indicates the effect of inter-vehicle damper on anti-shock performance of two CRH 
trains passing each other. Figs. 6(a) and (b) combine to show that when with inter-vehicle damper, 
both lateral vibration acceleration and especially roll acceleration at the end of the middle car have 
been greatly reduced. 
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a) 

 
b) 

 
c) 

 
d) 

Fig. 5. Effect of inter-vehicle damper on ride comfort of the CRH train:  
a) Middle car-body lateral acceleration and b) PSD, c) Lateral ride indices and comfort  

improvement rates of the middle car and d) the tail car 

 
a) 

 
b) 

Fig. 6. Effect of inter-vehicle damper on anti-shock performance of two CRH trains passing each other:  
a) Profiles of the lateral acceleration and b) the roll acceleration at the end of the middle car 
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From another point of view, Fig. 6(b) demonstrates that when with non inter-vehicle damper, 
the maximum roll acceleration of the compartment would be almost three times of that when with 
inter-vehicle damper, thus, not only can the inter-vehicle damper obviously reduce normal lateral 
vibrations, but also can it resist severe lateral shocks and guarantee safety when two trains pass 
each other. 

4. Conclusions 

1) A simplified-parametric model was proposed and validated to depict damping 
characteristics of the inter-vehicle damper in MBS modelling of the CRH train, followed research 
works and results show that the proposed damper model is accurate and useful. 

2) Inter-vehicle damper devised in high-speed train can obviously reduce lateral vibrations at 
the connecting passage of adjacent compartments without increasing the wheelset lateral shift 
force and derailment coefficient, thus it can improve overall ride comfort of the CRH train. In 
addition, inter-vehicle damper can resist severe lateral shocks and guarantee safety when two 
high-speed trains pass each other. 

3) The developed MBS model of the CRH train is an accurate and useful platform, the obtained 
results in this study are also valuable in following vibration analysis and inter-vehicle suspension 
optimization of the CRH train. 
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